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Abstract

The revolution of application market involves smart phones security. There are many problems that occur in real world regarding android application security. Hackers everywhere in the world, are stealing data for their use that has led to great loss to the business world. This analysis will uncover the use and misuse of phone identifiers, issues in android applications security and how to improve the android application security.
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1. Introduction

The rapid or instant growth of smart phones usage has brought a renaissance for the mobile services. Where ever you go you will definitely find smartphones there and those phones consist of applications that provide services which include social distancing, messaging, video chat and gaming etc. Android application market such as Google play store and Apple's iOS store provide a vast variety of free and paid applications. These application face enormous daily challenges like security issues, malwares etc. Users desire the application to be safe and usage friendly, however, markets or developers somehow fail to provide security at its best, that has led to many problems. Many developers have failed to securely or fairly use Android APIs that leads to leakage of personal information. In this article, we have characterized the android application security [22].

Android is a Mobile operating system with a user interface based on a Linux kernel, most of the android applications work on touch mobile or smartphones and on tablets as well. The source code of the android is provided by the Google (under open source license) to different mobile companies like redmi, samsung etc that uses it as mobile operating system. IOS is an operating system developed by Apple used on iPhone devices. IOS apps are around :1,567,356 and Android apps :1,234,976 available in the market. While using those apps one should be careful about the security issues, security of our personal data , information stored in our mobile phones. The most commonly used android virus or malware is that text message or SMS that is sent to unknown persons without any knowledge of the user and sending someone's personal information to the third parties. Root kit is type of malware that provides the personal rights or administrative rights to the hacker or third parties. There are some root kit detectors used to avoid these malwares [1].

Every MOS ppovides file and resource permission control to secure inter process
communication. Memory is protected by Address Space Layout Randomization.

I. Structure of Android OS

As we see in the figure below the android architecture consist of four layers.
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**Fig1. Android Runtime [16]**

A. Application Framework Layer

This layer is used to provide services of high level for application development in Java classes form. Application developers are allowed to use these classes in their applications. These services include location manager, activity manager, notification manager, content provider and so on.

B. Libraries

The Android operating system provide different libraries which may in include C or C++ libraries. Some components of the system can use or utilize these libraries. These libraries are accessible with application framework.

C. Android Runtime

It usually deals with the assortment or compilation of android app with the help of Dalvik Virtual Machines (DVM) that provides optimized code for smartphones.

D. Linux Kernel

Linux kernel is the last part or layer of the architecture which have direct link or communication with the hardware and provide some services like security, Inter Process Communication (IPC) and so on.

II. Security Model

Android has a lot of predefined permissions. These permission should be satisfied by the manifest file of the app. When the application is being installed all the permissions are displayed and are visible to the users, if the users accept it then the application is installed, otherwise it is rejected. But users have to accept the application permission whether some of them are unnecessary, because the application will only be installed if permissions are given [12].

Javed Parvez build an Advance Security Framework (ADF) which apply Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to all the files stored in device or media. If any app is found dangerous or malicious app that want to change or modify the content of device, it is restricted to be installed on the device. Malware or virus protections are done using these techniques follow as:
1) Heuristics
2) Hashes
3) Signature matching

A new and advanced security technique is introduced in package installer by Aparna Bhonde, this technique will ensure that Android will able to identify the virus or malware carrying app before the installation. Installation package manager is introduced to ensure the app is installed safely without harming the device.

A. Reverse Engineering

Reverse Engineering is the process in which users and programmers get source code of the app using apk tool. It can be done by the following tools such as 7zip, apktool and
dex2jar etc. It was observed that source code of most of the apps was analyzed using dynamic and static analysis, the results show that most of the data was leaked, like location of the person through Email. From this reverse engineering of the app, we consider a strong security technique is required for the testing and security of the app. It was known by reverse engineering that many permissions were of no use that some app require, in this way personal data is stolen. Reverse Engineering also found many security issues in source code of the application [11].

B. TLS / SLS (TRANSPORT LAYER SECURITY /SECURED SOCKET LAYER)

Many applications have to connect the server for usage. For example, login area/access, has to get data form server. This part of communication can go through Man in The Middle (MITM) attack and it can steal data from the servers and may leak it later on. Even SSL and TLS are secured but some attackers can win against them. Sacha Fahl developed a tool Malldroid, this tool uses static analysis of code to detect the apps that uses TLS/SLS incorrectly and inadequately [1].

Security at time of development:
We already know that no app is perfect, it becomes better with time and updates. There are lot of bugs in apps, some of them occur or are caused at the time of designing of the application and some of them are caused by the developer itself. Due to those bugs or malwares personal data is compromised and can be attacked by the hackers or attackers. In android, the responsibility goes to the developer to isolate its application form the other system app or resources by sandboxing. App sandboxing in Android is controlled by the app itself and the permissions given by the user. We should give permission to those app which we trust, these can improve the security. Each app has its own permission and sandboxing [2].

C. Security at publishing app to the market

Publishing means that when the app is complete or build by the developer and tested. It's time to give it or distribute it to the users for use. Mostly the app is published on Google playstore and iOS app on apple iTunes or apple store. Before publishing every app, it is to be signed. Signing is the process in which each app is provided a key. Two types of keys are there one of them is debug and the other is Release. If the developer or programmer wishes to publish the application on the Google store, they need to have access to the developer console. Developer console is a tool that allows the programmer to have control and monitor the apps. Users can download similar apps available on the play store through websites but some of the apps on website don't provide certificate of security that can harm your device. On the other hand, developer console first checks the flaws and issues that are in the app, if any error or security issue are found, google will not accept it [7].

III. ANDROID APPLICATIONS SECURITY ISSUES

Android security issues are classified into 4 major areas:
1) Data protection
2) Intellectual property protection
3) Secure authentication
4) Code vulnerability

A. Data protection

Mobile devices are posing a challenge against the data vulnerability due to its dependence on data of transmission over the air. In enterprise the complexity of risk is more other than other apps like game apps because the enterprise apps may consist of personal or financial information and demographics too. Losing this data may have direct/indirect impact on the company repetition or revenue. Losing the data of the users may result in loss to the extermination of business or company. Losing sensitive information or demographics detail may result in legal cases/issues. Android applications can be developed as web application and native applications. Androids also provide permission mechanisms and these mechanisms do not indicate data policies that can be adopted by the apps. We have considered the data protection issues into 4 parts [8].

i. Local data store

Most of the Android operating system or mobile operating system consists of small or lightweight databases in stack. Application only stores important or useful data in the stack. If the data is clear text and also stored in database, it can pose a serious threat and it may result in loss of data also attackers can use this data and can cause malfunctioning of the apps [14].

ii. Cache Usage

Cache is important thing and it may enhance the customer experience about Android operating system. Cache can be different at multiple level of the architecture. Most of the time web application usually uses cache data. If some critical information is stored in cache like some plain text, some phishing app can cause harm to cache data like tampering of data or loss of data.

iii. Data Sharing

Data loss may take place if the application is not partitioned correctly. Virtual machines are used to isolate apps from other applications. However, if the data is stored in external medium or removable storage in unencrypted form, data vulnerability can occur. In such cases the apps can still become vulnerable to attacks from hackers.

iv. Transit Data

The other big risk is data on transit. Securing the transmission data over network is also main focus of industrial focus. The major part of protecting data transit is on the network. The loss of data can happen during request over unsafe SMS protocol or data request through TCP/IP protocol [18].

B. Intellectual property protection

The second reason of loss of data or information is accessing apps through unauthorized means. Android uses Apk (Android Application Package) extension and apple uses IPA (IPhone Application) to distribute or publish the application over the Play store and App store, since the binary of the application is easily available hackers can access the app source code through reverse engineering easily [35].

i. Critical information hard coded

Having code access can reveal user credentials and crypto keys as well. If some apps deal with the payment, then it may lead to exposure of the payment method details that can cause monetary impact. Leakage at this level can put the company in danger.

C. Secure authentication

In commonly used architecture of Android app, the app connects with middle layer of architecture which connects with the main or core system at backend. User authentication is important at backend system and it is needed to be planned in such a way that it poses no risks to the security. There are some risk factors that can appear in improper handling of data between middle layer and the app [24].

i. Session Management

Session are type of setup between middle layer and the mobile application to handshake information, master data and status. These sessions are needed to be handled carefully to avoid session fixation attacks and session hijacking.

ii. Password Management

The app authentication must be secure in such a way that if the credentials are lost, it didn't cause any trouble to the user in having access to the application. Setting the password is a good attempt and the password should be complexed that it can't be predicted.

D. Code vulnerability

Vulnerability in the apps coding and design can lead to big security issues. Vulnerability includes [28]:

i. Validation

The Android application uses script languages for the front-end development. As scripting language can be modified which is very risky. The data in the front end goes through the validation process. Similar looking UI are there
to change the scripting language so data validation is not secure enough. SQL attacks are possible in Android applications that can be a threat to the business companies.

ii. Exception Handling

There is a possibility that data can be leaked if exception handling of the code is not properly managed. Business logic is exposed to the users by raw exception dump. It increases the chance for attacker can identify areas to attack the application.

iv. RISK MITIGATION

With some techniques we can reduce or mitigate the risk to a larger extent [29].

a. Data protection

We have mentioned about the issues regarding the data in the devices and application. In this section we will discuss how to remove the threats and risk with some approaches.

b. Local data store

Application stores its data on local data stores or lightweight databases like SQLite. The design of the application has to be made in such a way that duration and size of data should be minimized. Data audit is used to check the data criticality that remain in mobile for short interval of time. It should be ensuring that the local database modification can only happen using the application code. This process can avoid data modification from the external sources and stop malfunctioning of application.

c. Cache usage

There is some app that stores their data in cache for the better use of that application. If the data is stored in cache there is a chance that reverse engineering will not work. That can reduce the leakage of data.

d. Data Sharing

The data should be partitioned in their required boundaries, including images of data in document can help reduce decision time for application. The application can be partitioned in areas based on vulnerability and sensitivity of data. Some mechanism should be there to check that secure data is not moving to insecure place.

e. Transit data

Data encryption should be there to securely transfer data over the air. Data communication must be done through HTTPS instead of HTTP. SSL should be used to send any data including sensitive information, tokens and session data. SMS that are sent through the apps should also be encrypted. Key exchange can help in SMS encryption process.

f. Intellectual Property protection

We have discussed this issue earlier in a topic, now we will discuss the approaches to mitigate those risks:

g. Reverse Engineering

There are some compilers that are used to generate the source code using binary coding or byte code. This code can create issues with debug information like class details, file name and line number etc. The programmer can decompile the code and create its own high-level code using decompiled code, which is not a good thing. To avoid loss of information or data via reverse engineering, obfuscation must be done. Obfuscation is a technique that is used to remove debugging information as well as object name and can be replaced by meaningless words or entities without disturbing the behavior of application.

h. Critical Information Hardcoded

It is better that your information is hardcoded in the code, it should not be limited to user credentials, crypto keys and some other important information which include credit and debit card details. The crypto keys should be protected by the play store or where-ever the application is published instead of saving it with application code.
i. Secure Authentication

We have discussed about the secure authentication earlier. In this section we will discuss about technical ways to reduce the risk.

j. Session Management

Session ID is used for transaction between middleware and android application, this can avoid session attacks. We can add some additional and unique information in session ID that can identify the users and devices so the other applications cannot use the same password or other useful information as that.

k. Password Management

Password management is an important topic, we will discuss some important points to password vulnerability, the vulnerability can arise due to unauthorized access to the passwords. The application can’t only rely on passwords completely but should include multilevel authentication. Password paging is a technique that forces the users to change their password if something went wrong, this can reduce the risk. The password history should be retained that the user can’t change its password to some last passwords. Algorithms should be built to detect some dictionary words that can be detected by the attackers and minimum complexity of passwords must be present at development time.

l. Code Vulnerability

Code vulnerability causes a big threat as we have discussed earlier. In this section we will use some techniques to overcome code vulnerability threats.

m. Validation

Scripting languages are used in Android apps to reduce the time in market band it gives a good turnaround time. Application is also exposed to tweaks of script and sending non valid data to the servers. As a result, the application can be bringing us down or break us to bypassing the validations in front end. To overcome this issue the application must have replication of the servers and front end also. This should reduce the attacks through front end bypassing. SQL injection attacks are removed by server end validation through professional UI design [30,32].

n. Exception Handling

Stack trace is important to the developer through which they can review possible issues occurring in application, but it is important that stack trace should not be visible to end users. Customized messaging with good exception handling creates a better app and avoid security details to revealed.

o. Other source codes

App using source codes is good to mention the deprecated API’s. Many platforms usually upload the deprecated API’s if deprecated API’s are not given then preprocessor approach is considered by the other development platforms where API’s are not marked.

v. APPLICATION ANALYSIS

When the application is available or published in the market, it is ready for use by the users and everyone. However, prior to publishing the application it should be analyzed and tested under all circumstances. Internal element of the app should be able to import the necessary information with the tool without leakage of data [34]. In order to determine the possible leakage of data two techniques are used: dynamic and static analysis.

a. Static analysis:

It is a technique that is used to examine the application without executing it. Since many applications use obfuscation the area is wide on which action can be performed, dynamic code loading is also adopted by applications because it restricts access to the internal information. It is good to understand that application association files are encrypted like backup, database and log files. Entropic techniques are quite useful for that.

b. Dynamic analysis:
Dynamic analysis mainly focuses on execution of application. The main theme is to collect the data or values (at runtime) that are used by called instructions. The advantage of using this technique is that it is slowly suspected by obfuscation. Since android application have many behaviors so it is necessary to monitor their activities. Through automatic event injectors and some interfaces.

But there is also another approach known as hybrid analysis, a system that is using this technique should be designed in such a way that if the first one is not working, second one should take place that can overcome the gap. In analysis of smartphones there are no such standards (dynamic or static) to collect the data optimally. Firstly, we collect the data from static analysis and then put that data in dynamic scanning. This is done through hooking techniques; hooking is method that each application is called by signature key [37].

VI. CONCLUSION

From the research we can conclude that Android provides good security and is trying to improve day by day but still, there are some vulnerabilities and security problems that can occur because of improper development and some security flaws. I also have discussed about how to avoid security issues and how to improve them but there should be a strong mechanism developed for Android app security to avoid malicious apps and risk for the security of data. Because it is a billion dollar industry and still it’s growing. Making the money is very easy by using RaaS and that cyber security expert have to go deeper in order to handle the this issue. Because it is growing very fast, earning by this is other big issue.
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